


















Award of Appreciation  
for  being  an  

Ambassador   for  Sustainable Premises 

Based on the evidences submitted, a thorough verification was undertaken in the form of documentation.  

After the research that it has been decided to present the ‘Award’ for the category 

 

 

 

 

The Institute has undertaken initiative of installing rooftop solar panels wherein 100% of the energy is utilized 

in the premises and additional/ excess energy given back to the grid. . 

In this way they have set a benchmark for other Educational Facilities to undertake similar initiatives 

 

The same shall be published as an article on blog on the digital platform ‘ARCH AYRI’  

 
Ar. Nahida Shaikh 

Project Head - Greenvio Solutions  

 greenviosolutions@gmail.com 

Certificate number : GV/ AW/ 03-23/ 08 

Awarded on  Friday, 03 March 2023 to the renowned   

Dadapatil Rajale Shikshan Sanstha's 

Dadapatil Rajale Arts & Science College 
Adinathnagar, Tal. Pathardi, Dist. Ahmednagar 414505, Maharashtra, India 

A ‘Net Positive’ energy campus  
(It refers to the buildings where the demand of energy required by the stakeholders of the premises 

 exceeds the supply provided through prevailing facilities and additional initiatives undertaken) 

Website: https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/  

https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/
https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/
https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/


Award of Appreciation  
for  being  an  

Ambassador   for  Sustainable Premises 

Based on the evidences submitted, a thorough verification was undertaken in the form of documentation.  

After the research that it has been decided to present the ‘Award’ for the category 

 

 

 

 

The Institute has undertaken water management initiative  to construct an artificial water pond (farm pond)  

with a capacity of nearly 33 lakh litres of water. 

In this way they have set a benchmark for other Educational Facilities to undertake similar initiatives 

 

The same shall be published as an article on blog on the digital platform ‘ARCH AYRI’  

 
Ar. Nahida Shaikh 

Project Head - Greenvio Solutions  

 greenviosolutions@gmail.com 

Certificate number : GV/ AW/ 03-23/ 07 

Awarded on  Friday, 03 March 2023 to the renowned   

Dadapatil Rajale Shikshan Sanstha's 

Dadapatil Rajale Arts & Science College 
Adinathnagar, Tal. Pathardi, Dist. Ahmednagar 414505, Maharashtra, India 

A ‘Nearly Zero’ water campus  
(It refers to the buildings where the demand of water required by the stakeholders of the premises 

 is almost met by the supply provided through prevailing facilities and additional initiatives undertaken) 

Website: https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/  

https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/
https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/
https://thegreenviosolutions.co.in/
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Date: 03 March 2023 
Ref no: LA/03/03/67 

Letter of Appreciation  
For 

Implementing the recommendations suggested during the  
Green, Energy and Environment Audit Process 

Awarded to 

Dadapatil Rajale Shikshan Sanstha's 

Dadapatil Rajale Arts & Science College 

Adinathnagar, Tal. Pathardi, Dist. Ahmednagar 414505, Maharashtra, India 

 
With reference to the above cited subject we appreciate the efforts of the Institute’s in implementing 
the activity of printing and putting up awareness posters related to Waste, Water, Save 
Environment, Plastic awareness. The Institute’s has printed these and put them at appropriate 
locations in the premise.  

We hope the Institute’s continues similar efforts in the future as well. We have attached some of the 
photographic evidences in this letter.  

Best regards, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: These photographic evidences were shared by the Institute’s post the suggestion given to the Institute.  

         

Ar. Nahida Shaikh 
Project Head and Green Building Consultant 

Sustainable Academe 

Sustainability Department of Greenvio Solutions, Naigaon  
An environment Design and Consultancy developing Healthy and Sustainable Environments 
sustainableacademe@gmail.com  I greenviosolutions@gmail.com  






